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Quiz no 2 
1)  What part of a horse’s anatomy ‘locks’ allowing it to sleep while it is standing? 
 
2)  What is a Waterford? 
 
3)  The snaffle bit of a double bridle is called ........  ? 
 
4)  The Grand National is held at which Race Course? 
 
5)  Who wrote the book ‘Black Beauty’ ? 
 
6)  In which direction are you moving if you are performing lateral movements? 
 
7)  What is the name given to a spread fence, the top rails of which slant in opposite  
     directions and visually look like a ‘X’ on approach (2 answers possible) ? 
 
8)  How many strides would a course builder put between 2 fences of a combination? 
     (2 answers - ½ for each correct answer) 
 
9)  What is the name of a hedge type fence which includes whispy pieces of hedge which  
      protrude upwards sometimes making it appear very high and impenetrable. The horse  
      needs to jump through the upper section. 
 
10)  When working in an arena with other horse riders and travelling in opposite directions,  
       what is the normal etiquette? ....... shoulder to ........ shoulder 
 
11)  What is the name of the permanent fence at Hickstead which is an enclosed combination  
        fence ? 
 
12)  If a rider enters a competition non-competitively, this is called ____ ________  . 
 
13)  Walk is a .... beat pace. Canter is a ..... beat pace. (½ mark each)  
 
14)  Many competition riders use cheese-graters. What are they? 
 
15)  What is the name of Harvey Smith’s son who became an equestrian champion? 
 
16)  What is the name for a chronic sleep disorder which can be seen in horses? The horse 
        may fall asleep at inappropriate times, even when being worked. 
 
17)  What is the name for a cross-country fence which has a rail/log suspended over a ditch? 
 
18)  In horse racing, when a bet is split in two with half the bet being placed to win and the  
       other half placed on a lower place, what type of bet is this called?. 
 
19)  What is the circular arrangement of hairs called which is often used as identity on a  
        passport? 
 
20)  Where is the most likely place you would find sharks teeth? 


